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Abstract

The prosody is one of the main factors deciding the
quality of text-to-speech synthesis systems. We pre-
sent here a system allowing for a prosodic parsing
and an automatic prediction of a French prosody which
makes no use of syntactic analysis. The system was
derived from studies on the prosody used in commer-
cial announcements. In the first step, a sentence is
divided into Prosodic Groups (PG's) which consist of
lexical words located between two grammatical words.
In the second step, the length and relative location
of PG's determine the insertion of pauses and the
specific prosodic categories attributed to each PG.
Finally, simple right-to-left derivation rules fur-
nish the prosodic category of each word inside the
PG. Predefined F0 and duration rules are then applied
depending on the prosodic category attributed to each
item. '

Introduction

The automatic generation of prosody in text-to-speech
system consists into two phases :

Phase 1 : definition of prosodic rules allowing to
automatically derive Po and duration con-
tours from prosodic markers (manually)
introduced in the text. '

Phase 2 : definition of parsing rules allowing to
predict the location of the prosodic mar-
kers automatically.

Existing text-to-speech systems for French include
different sets of prosodic rules (see for example,
Emerard, 1977, for the CNET synthesis sytem,
O'Shsughnessy, 1984 and Bailly, 1986, for the INRS
system, Lienard et a1, 1977, for the LIHSI system and
Carlson and al, 1982, for the KTH system). These ru-
les were mainly defined by studying Fo contours of
read sentences. Another prosodic speaking-style is
that used by radio or TV speakers for news or commer-
cial announcements. This ”speaking-style” largely
uses lexical emphasis and aims to be maximally intel-
ligible and convincing. It could therefore be well
adapted to speech synthesis system towards counter-
balancing the negative effects of the segmental de-
faults of synthetised speech.

In the first part of this paper, we present a new set

of prosodic rules trying to minick French

"commercial" prosody. In the second part, the proso-

dic paser will be described that allows to generate,

in the CNET's synthesis system, both types of prosody

the “reading" prosody and the ”commercial" prosody.

I- lules for 'con-ercial' prosodygggeneration in

French

The rules system consists into 3 modules a

- a "duration" module
- a "macroprosody' module

- a "microprosody" module.

WW

Two different sets of duration rules were defined.

The first one is intimately related to a diphones-

based synthesis system. The duration rules aims to

complete the duration effects already captured inside

the stored diphones by durational modifications which

appear inside a sentence. Established 11 rules inclu-

de the lengthening of the last word-syllabe before a

main prosodic boundary, the shorthening of consonant

clusters inside a word, the shortening of middle syl-

lables inside long plurisyllabic words, a special

treatment for monosyllabic lexical words etc... These

rules use the informations provided by the intona-

tion markers which will be described in the following

paragraph.

However these rules only modify the intrinsic segmen-

tal duration of the stored diphones. Therefore, the

criteria used for choosing the diphones (both the en-

vironnment from which they were extracted and the

segmentation criteria) still strongly influence the

segmental durations of resulting synthesised senten-

ces.

A second set of rules was developped so that the du-
ration module would be independent fron the type of

synthesis system (formant or diphone-based). This

' predictive model of segmental duration (Bartkova et

Sorin, 1985) was tested on three corpora : the mean

differences between measured and predicted segmental

durations were less than the Just Noticeable Diffe-
rence (JND) for duration in connected speech
(Huggins, 1971).
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II. Prosodic parsing of a sentence in French TABLE II

} In many text-to-speech synthesis systems, the prosody Examples of prosodic parsing rulei

i is derived from more or less complex syntactic analy-

i sis of the sentence. However, for French, Choppy and — the sentence—final PG . receives the category I

”,9- .- ,.. H _, - . a1 (1975) proposed an automatic generation of prosody

:z—eéiu; T—Z-ij—f' ‘ ‘ that avoids the need of a syntactic analysis of the - PG followed by a comma . receives the category IV

‘ - “ 1-5:! nuke 3,135.35 131.; 55: :5 31g; 511;: a“ su- ‘ text. Some recent studies (Wenk and Wiolland (1952), . is followed by a long

mic-2111' mliaz‘ : I Dell (1984) and Martin (1986)) suggest that rythmical pause "P"

‘ " constraints could strongly influence the prosodic - PG containing 3 (or . receives the category IV

_ mason: file; 5:: 73.9.51; 1: a: Larissa ‘ structure of the sentence. In the corpus we studied, more) lexical words . is followed by a long

5125': 59:39.41; :5 the ”a; y: 33:13:, ate: we observed a strong tendency for segments between pause "P"

-qmuaeg a: 5:11;, :5 '3.- g: 257:1”: gang), pauses or prosodic juncture to have the same number . attributes the category

- mrmcii: 31:; 533—“.135 : Jung! : a flip of syllables (generally inferior to 7 syllables). IV to the preceeding PG

2.: kissing: i: 12:! cazrrzrzs-ii: ‘5: enter at ' is preceeded by a 3h":

:5 ,g :5 53* _:,._§=-_§_::; In these context and for practical reasons (i.e. to pause "p" (facultative)

.. '12::11‘: pflix- n12; : t: amid :3 'resence ‘ avoid the use of an heavy syntactic parser), we deve- - PG followed by a PG . receives the category IV

:5 1m sameness 1371:: :12 531.: _= ”in: (is! ‘ lopped a prosodic parser that maximally uses (beside containing a M or d**- . is followed by a short

5m}; 3.7;, ”£151 53!; 513231515 are 1:5,. 3 the ponctuation) the presence of short grammatical word pause "p"

:32: a: 1-3;! 5:5: 3: 3.33:; 55:31: mag—4:555 ‘ words inside the sentence. These words have, in fact, Stylistic rule (specifi- - if the total syllables

:2 3.2.2: n::=—T rile-3:? 52 aims mi was: 3 :25 :m 1; - :_ ' F 2 main characteristics : cally observed in commer- number of the 2 PG's

5:: m2. '2 f—slz—r-e :2: Erin-2E ‘rr a £322: 1. l cial announcements) exceeds 7 syllables :

fig -;— fl is flit-13:12; m -_-_-.‘ -_-' 5—; : 9.2.; :25 35; :5 3:55 5115...; 5:! , 2335 3.5533: 55 the 1 - they are indicators of some syntactic structure . receives the category

“Ila 9:-.. - 2':s _: sector-rs. As a: single, E113 1 51,- - they present frequently a relatively stable low - PG preceeding the IV

1157-; :5 3: 32:35:; 53;; 35:9 3-2135 £515, 15:31 i F0 contour, that acts as a trempling before the sentence final PG . is folloyed by a short

fir-T = : $533,351: :5 33535.: mu”, in EDI;.£:1531 with higher initial pitch of the following lexical pause "p

' - a -_: l word. - if not :
2 3:21:23: of the eeztence.

A lexicon of 120 grammatical words was built. The wo- - receives the category

s rds belonging to this lexicon are marked d. Among , II

them, a special group contains the grammatical words - attributes the category

that, most of the time, introduce a subordinate phra- IV to the preceeding

so (they are marked 6“) and another group that 31- PG .

‘- lows to detect the presence of a verb (they are mar- . is preceeded by a short

‘* ked ¢*).
pause p

‘4-
- PG containing an unique . receives the category V

The prosodic parsing of the sentence is done in the

:_-f f ‘ following way : lexical word (if no category was

a. \ previously attributed)

1/ detection of the word marked ‘5’ ¢* or 6** - PG containing 2 lexical . a set of contextual

- ;_ = :‘ 2/ introduction of brackets (][) before every word words rules attribute or the

I 15, ¢* or 15'” which is preceeded by a non d-word category V or the cata-

W m V and before ponctuation signs (like ", ( ) :" 801')? IV and a short

.. ' t . Pause
_ IKE " ‘_ \l 5/ l e c ) - sequences of PG having . if the total number of

:fi::}£_ —_.=.=-—_=:= \ The sentence is then parsed into segments between received the category V syllables exceeds 7. 8“

;‘.—~-_._‘;; "1 z: a."-- =5 . E= : & = = | , .- tg _ . , brackets. These segments will be designated as "Pro- eurythmic index 15 C31“

, ' h l h "’ h“ ' l. ' .S . sodic Groups" (PG) in the following. culated : a short pause

__ '- 3 15 I is introduced between

E A second module attributes to each PG a specific ca- the PG'3 "hi-Ch delimit

—- Mi 1 tegory which will define the location of the pauses the eurythmic structure.

m \-_ and the main prosodic boundaries. Here, the basic Category IV 1! attribu-

-1‘-"—it" " i idea was to introduce pauses after long PG in order “‘1 t0 the PG proceeding

755: ma -- l to simulate breathing pauses. We hypothesised that it this pause.

Elva? ' .59 ‘ - = " E ' E L E C ’ a 3 ‘ £5. ‘ was preferable to introduce (in the synthesised sen- ' :.-rc...(essentially Pausescharmonisation “135%

E” 17 1 tence rather larger number of pauses than a realistic Right-to—left derivation “1161

T W no ; number of pauses (as in natural spontaneous speech : inside a PG

-:— ’\ ‘ -\K i such pauses could reduce the mental load of the lis-

_- .--" ‘ tener due to the heavier processing of alterated ‘14-— VI‘-—-—Vd— 114—1

““5 ‘-' 4 . peach (Nusbaum and Pisoni, 1982). However. the loca- V‘— VI<—~ V‘— 1"
_. ' ‘ 3437‘?!) P D S E Au.) :2, s :'--_i tion of those pauses should be, of course, prosodi- V“-‘— W‘— V

I. 6 35 15 | cally plausible.

— (a The final step of the processing consists of deriving

:ra .—=: 4 main categories are attributed t0 “Ch PG as a the prosodic markers from the categories attributed

race—.2 1—: -— E‘o natural . Eunetion of : to each group. This task is achieved in 2 different

-—_— ‘-~ Fa :reiicted 1 ways for the "reading" prosody in one hand and for

= " the number of 16X1C81 words inside “Ch PG the commercial prosody in the other hand. In the

— ‘ the position 0f the PG inside the sentence first case, a simple correspondence-table associates

rt; ”1 s A G A wimp: 1 Eu ‘ 1“ “he 05333. the number of syllables 1“ the PG each category to one of the previously defined prose;

'5 G? v and thediptegéfihsly attributed categories of the die markers (Emerard, 1977). In the second case, some
surroun fig 3-
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rightrto-left derivation rules are applied inside

each PC : a category is attributed to almost every

word in the sentence (some Intermediate rules group

so-e Ionosyllabic word sequences into an unique "pro-

eodic uord'). At this level, (which now use 6 catego-

ries) a correspondence table associates to each

word-category one of the markers which were presented

in the first part of this paper (Table Ill).

TABLE 11!

Pros ic hark r

V

or
. unique

o t‘lo

. s ence

s rrt suse
on use

Table 1? gives some examples of the results both for

the PG categorization and for the allocation on pro-

sodic markers for the 'coanercial' Prosody.

Conclusion

The entire prosodic nodule was tested on a large body

of TELEX nessages. Special itess like surnanes,
accronyls, hunters, abbreviations, were treated befo-

rehand by a test-preprocessins nodule. The results

were judged to be satisfactory enough to inglenent

this nodule into a tert‘to-speech systea for reading

electronic sail.

Sone defaults of this nodule indicate the lisits of

n ‘syntax-independent‘ prosodic parser : in some ca-

ses, rythaical constraints nust he subordinated to

syntactic structure, which cannot be detected uitheut

a profound syntactic analysis. This is the case, in

particular, for verbs or verbal ferns, ns illustrated

in Table I? (‘nis In place' nest be considered as an

EC because it is derived Eros the verbal fern ‘nettre

en place'). Corresponding prosodic insrnrenents could

TABLE 1? : Isa-plea of Prosodic Parsing and Allocation of Prosodic Barkers

(sentences presentizg no pcnctnation sign )

then be reached only in using, at least, a large 1e-

xicon of verbal forms or a fine syntactic (and may

be) semantic analysis which remains to be done.
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